
INTRODUCTION 
After a year of preparation, Hong Kong Outstanding Students Artist Award 
(OSA Award) is established in 2015. OSA Award aims to foster the 
development of School Art by exploring the individual creativity and potential 
of secondary-level students by giving recognition to outstanding artistic works 
selected by art professionals. On the other hand, the award aims to reflect the 
current spectrum of School Art, that has grown from traditional mediums such 
as painting and sculpture to more conceptual expressions using wider range 
of mediums.
VISION AND MISSION
The OSA Award is founded by a diverse group of professionals in the art 
industry, including educators, artists, art collectors and art promotion 
professionals. To enhance the credibility of the award, the jury panel will 
consist of art professionals, practitioners and university educators.
The OSA Award encourages students to develop their individuality and 
creative style by exploring various creative approaches, media and solid 
research and development. Unlike many existing student art awards that give 
awards based on one particular artwork submission, the OSA Award reviews 
portfolios of the applicants and selects the outstanding entries that reflect the 
students' abilities, styles and creative processes as artists. The OSA Award is 
also a cross-background platform where students from different schools and 
curricular backgrounds are welcome to participate, including students who 
did not take visual art in school, as we hope to create a platform for students 
with different backgrounds to compete and exchange ideas.

art-at-all is a non-profit art organisation founded in 2008. We strive to 
develop art-at-all levels by organising art exhibitions, performances, 
forums, seminars and education programs. By injecting the art-at-all 
concept to various spaces such as galleries, factories, schools and public 

spaces, we promote art-at-all forms and create platforms for emerging local creators of visual, 
mixed-media and interactive forms. In 2014, art-at-all initiated a series of art education 
programmes such as artist residencies in school, the OSA Award and also organized seminars, 
talks, guided visits and exhibitions for secondary students and the OSA alumni.
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DETAILS & UPDATES

www.artatall.org
Contact & Enquiry: Foster Fung 
fundraising@artatall.org / 6044 8962 

We are raising fund to encourage and support the award winners
Individual Donor- suggested donation: $500 / $1,000 / $2,000

Corporate Sponsor- open to all kinds of sponsorships



With the kind support of the juries and committee members and generous contribution from the donors, the 1st and 2nd Outstanding 
students Artist Award of Hong Kong（OSA Award）has successfully launched in 2015  to sponsor 11 selected student artists to visit 
the  “56th and 57th  Venice Biennale” and organize group shows for the 34 finalists.
With the vision to nurture creative talents & outstanding artists for the future art generation of Hong Kong, we will continue to raise 
fund for the OSA Award, such that it can be sustainable as an annual event and more student artists can be benefited by visiting 
oversea international art exhibitions.  This year we aim to raise HKD$200,000 for the award. Since we will not set the total number of 
awardees, the more the donation we receive, the more the number of students will receive the sponsorship.

60448962 (fosterfung@artatall.org)




